learnd acquire Comfort Controls to bolster
world-class delivery capability further.

Learnd acquires Comfort Controls Group to add further
engineering resource and deliver on Building Performance
as a Service promise.
World-class delivery capability
We’re delighted to announce that learnd Group have completed the acquisition of Comfort Controls.
The acquisition adds our outstanding delivery and engineering resources to learnd’s current
portfolio, following previous acquisitions of Aimteq and WEMS in February 2020.
This acquisition provides a fantastic platform to grow as a business, rolling in new skills, products
and toolsets from learnd’s growing arsenal of partners, from emerging building technologies,
through to data and finance partners.

Day-to-day operations stay the same
The acquisition won’t affect the day-today running of Comfort Controls. The business will continue
to be run with the same focus on operational excellence as before, but with the advantages of
learnd’s partnerships, financial tools, and skills.
Following the acquisition, we will retain both offices and all staff will retain their current roles.

Simon Wood, learnd’s Co-founder and COO commented, “Comfort Controls have an outstanding
reputation within the building controls industry, they’re hugely respected and have a H&S record
that’s second to none. The acquisition complements our previous acquisition of Aimteq and WEMS,
and shows our commitment to delivering on our vision. Together, we will help our customers
businesses align their buildings with their organisational goals, guaranteed.”
Kris Mitchell, Technical Director at Comfort Controls commented, “There is fantastic alignment
between Comfort and learnd. Their vision to deliver better buildings, and the financial tools they are
using to guarantee those outcomes are truly innovative. But more than that, learnd’s drive for
operational excellence and delivering for their customers matches ours perfectly.”

Who are learnd?
learnd is the UK’s leading technology-led integrator, created to bring a different approach to building
management. Founded by highly experienced industry figures, John Clifford and Simon Wood to
drive a step change in how buildings are managed. learnd aligns how buildings operate to the
organisational objectives of their customers, wrapped with a guarantee. Their unique Building
Performance as a Service offering allows organisations to get what they need from their buildings,
with minimal upfront investment, guaranteed.
In recent months, learnd have invested heavily in field expertise to deliver on their offering, acquiring
Aimteq, WEMS and now Comfort Controls, to grow to 160 members of staff.

